ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

RECONFIGURING AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY AT CITY LEVEL
A FEW COMMON INGREDIENTS AND TOOLS
– APPLIED IN SOUTH AFRICA
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This often results in frustration for external stakeholders,
practitioners and politicians alike, leading to regular changes
in strategies and the pitfall of moving focus to new areas in line
with a national or international trend. Yet almost universally cities
have adopted economic strategies, the question in this note is how
a narrower focus, a better understanding of the role of different
stakeholders and improved coordination can be applied to an
existing approach. This is done with specific focus on not falling
into the trap of throwing out all existing work and designing a
brand new strategy.

In

The successful roll out of Economic Strategies at city level face key
challenges in that its required to show results in a realm where
the magnitude and likelihood of benefits are often uncertain. For
example practitioners may be expected to determine the number
of jobs generated through efforts to increase technical skills at a
sector level – here there may not only be difficulty in attributing the
results directly to an intervention, but results are only likely to be
shown in the long term.

This note advocates for a reconfiguration rather than wholesale
redesign

UNDERSTANDING THE KEY
INGREDIENTS AVAILABLE IN LOCAL
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
There are a number of broad categories that economic development
efforts can be focused on. The “ingredients” can be broadly
summarised as follows:
• Regulations and institutions (simplifying processes, one-stop
operations, making regulatory information readily available)
• Infrastructure (economic infrastructure such as electricity, roads,
ICT, etc.)
• Workforce Development and skills (identify scare skills,
vocational training, productivity)
• Enterprise support (start-ups or existing businesses, investment
promotion, sector support)
Each locality must decide what the most effective focus area,
relevant to local conditions and available resources. Policy decisions
should be evidence based.

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT?
The Economic Development landscape at local level may at times
even seem crowded with entities, all working towards their own set
goals. These include city management and administration, business
chambers, sector support bodies, development agencies and other
special purpose vehicles. This leads to an all too common scenario
where there is broad duplication of analysis and strategies, and even
parallel analysis taking place.
The four categories of ingredients for economic development are the
responsibility of multiple entities, at various levels of government, and
split between public and private sector. A city administration cannot,
and should not take responsibility for all these elements, but often
play a leading role in convening various role players in a local space.
A useful tool could be completion of the matrix below to identify
the priority responsibility for each actor contributing to economic
development:.

Institutions &
Regulations

Infrastructure

Workforce Development
& Skills

Enterprise Support

National Government
Provincial Government
City Government
Development Corporation
Private Sector firms
Associations and bodies (i.e. Chamber)
Education & Research institutions

COMMON GOALS
Key partners may perceive a city as working “against them” rather
than working for the common good – this often happens when an
entity provides support to a different or emerging sector, or there is a
change in the strategic focus of support.
Realistically it is very difficult to convince different entities, fulfilling
different mandates, to all buy into one plan, and it may not even be
advisable to even try to draft a single plan. There may however be
significant gains if for example common interests in analysis were
identified up front, and resources of appropriate partners pooled.
Another good approach is to ensure that economic data is
appropriately interpreted and results widely shared. If all partners
have access to the same information it becomes easier to rationally
motivate why a specific area of support is prioritized over another.

BUILDING THE COLLABORATIVE
CAPACITY – PARTNERING IN
PRACTICE
It may happen that a perception of working collaboratively is no more
than a division of tasks, and very little collaborative value addition
happens through joint problem solving. Collaboration will further
not work if it is framed only in terms of bringing all relevant actors into
the same room; everyone needs to be motivated to solve problems
that are in their own interest to solve.
Cardiff Consensus on Local Economic Development
LED is by definition collaborative!

A local municipality has an important role to play using its convening
power in a location and could go further to assist stakeholders to
identify issues for active collaboration. Achieving joint results may
just be the catalyst towards greater collaboration.

What makes a good partnership in LED
• Strong community support. Resolution of problems.
• Recognised and legitimated roles for each actor.
Each actor must have a clear idea of the benefits
for them of this form of cooperation, and no one
partner must be overly dominant.
• Results oriented partnerships. The partners should
aim at defined goals. They should put their
resources in a ‘pool’, accept a certain leadership and
create a functional structure.
• A degree of autonomy for the partnership, despite
their public element. Often partnerships will choose
to adopt the form of a ‘separate legal entity’, a
non-profit making body managed like a private
company.
• A permanent communication system among the
partners.
• Networks of committed individuals, not merely
networks of organisations.
• Professional management and transparent structure
Source: Goldman, I., Rogerson, C. & Frey, A. (2005). Investigation of Pro
Poor Local Economic Development in South Africa Research Partners: .27
(October).

Local economic development is a process which brings together
different partners in a local area to work together and harness
local resources for sustainable economic growth. There is no
single model for LED, approaches should reflect local needs and
circumstances. LED creates an enabling environment for business
and other stakeholders to work to promote equitable and balanced
local economic growth.
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APPLYING THE THEORETICAL POINTERS TO NELSON MANDELA BAY
METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nelson_Mandela_Bay_Stadium

Through high level engagements with the city, a number of broad

stakeholders, investors and businesses.

observations was made around its current economic development
landscape. These findings are not unique to NMB, indeed most
cities are afflicted by similar characteristics. These are:
•

Broad duplication of analysis and strategies

•

Projects not fully prioritized

•

Some seemingly arbitrary project choices

•

Division of tasks rather than collaborative efforts

•

Strategies not expressed in budget allocations

There are some existing forums for engagements (e.g. Strategic
Planning Forum), but in some instances key role players (e.g. private
sector) are not full members.

3. DELIVERY OF CORE MUNICIPAL
FUNCTIONS
The delivery of core municipal functions is essential to the city’s

Observations were broadly grouped as the following issues
requiring action:

economic growth. These may include regulatory functions (such
as building plan approvals) or direct service delivery (e.g. time it
takes to secure a new electricity connection). In some instances
just a broader availability of information would suffice and in other

1. STRATEGIC PRIORITIZATION OF
INITIATIVES

some bureaucratic reform or improved services delivery capacity
will be required.

Considering the four ingredients for economic development it is
clear that entities would need to make tougher choices and only
pursue those initiatives that it can actually achieve. This would
include fewer “priority” initiatives, working to catalyze fewer (and

If the basic municipal functions are delivered well, the chance
of success in more ambitious economic development activities
are greater.

narrower) sectors at a time. Ultimately focus should be on the best
opportunities for growth.

2. WORKING TOGETHER AS A CITY
“the history of Port Elizabeth is a history of the city fighting itself”
- Participant
Whilst some organizations do work together, there seems to be an
absence of working jointly with counterparts to solve problems for
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CONCLUSION

•

Through the application of a few basic theoretical principles, cities
may be able to reconfigure their economic development strategies
and activities in order to deliver improved results. The basic matters
to consider are:
• What are the key ingredients to economic development that is
required for success in this locality?

•
•

Which of the current public and private role players are best
suited or mandated to concentrate on which ingredients?
Is there a common goal, or set of goals, that all stakeholders
agree to?
Has collaborative capacity of all stakeholders been enhanced
and mobilized for improved individual and collective results?

This knowledge note was prepared for the South African Cities Support Programme (National Treasury) with the support of the World Bank.
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